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From the Editor’s Desk
Have you fallen victim to the newest social media craze (or at least latest at the
time of writing there’s probably been several more since)? You feed some selfies
into an AI art program and pay a modest fee and out pops a dozen or more altered
digital art photos of yourself based on words or subject images you feed into the
big scary algorithm hidden behind a friendly GUI.

I want to mention a few things that I think are important as AI generated art
stands with respect to us, here on site. I also want to clarify that I’m not a legal
expert or lawyer, but everything I present here is provided to the best of my
ability.

The first thing to consider is ownership. You don’t own anything generated from
these AI system unless explicitly stated in the terms of service – they often allow
for users to ‘reproduce and display’ images and the question of whether they can
even be copyrighted or not is up for debate, especially the generators who only
use text as an input.

The second thing to consider, especially with respect to your own likeness, is do
they maintain rights to use your likeness. This is likely buried deep in the terms of
service. For example, Prisma’s terms and conditions state that users “retain all
rights in and to your user content.” At the same time, using the app grants the
company “perpetual, revocable, nonexclusive, royalty-free, worldwide, fully-paid,
transferable, sub-licensable license to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, translate,
create derivative works” with your photos. That means they get to keep not only
the images they made, but also the photos you gave them to work with. Many
claim that it is only used for training an AI, but whether you want your face to be
used as a training exercise is a personal decision you need to make.

Third, and this should surprise no one, there’s considerable bias in the AI
generated art. These include racial, gender, and stylistic biases. This should come
as no surprise, most machine learning has these same biases, which has led to
various lawsuits involving facial recognition software. Much of this is based on the
works used to train AI – much of the original artwork used to train AI art systems
were renaissance and modern works, which should surprise no one to heavily favor
Eurocentric themes and styles. There have also been reports of whitewashing of
PoC by the apps.

Finally, AI generated art steals style, images, intellectual property, and sometimes
even signatures from real artists. Whenever possible, I would argue that it’s best
to compensate an actual artist for their services when designing and using
artwork, especially for publication. We’re all artists here. We write for fun,
freelance, some even write as a full-time job. We also have artists onsite, both
commercial and hobby. No one wants to see their work stolen or derivatized
because a robot can take 532 images and smash them together and spit out
something devoid of soul.

I can’t stop you from using AI generated art, and I wouldn’t try. I just ask that you
think about why you’re using AI art and to think about the repercussions of the
check-boxes you’re clicking.

Game on,

wodine
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RPG SPOTLIGHT

THE HERO SYSTEM Kenjitsu

Introduction

The HERO System, currently in its 6th edition, has been around
since the 1980s. I started playing with the 4th edition rules that
came out in 1990 and later upgraded to the 5th edition in the
early 2000s. And while there is a wide selection of material to
collect that goes into greater detail about specific genres or
aspects of the game, everything you need to play can be found in
the 6th edition basic rulebook, of which the PDF only costs fifteen
dollars (US). The 6th edition has minor but significant changes
from previous versions of the game, including distance-based
movement instead of using hexes and separating calculated
values to their own characteristics for better in-game balancing.

It is my favorite system because, first and foremost, it is skill-
based and not level-based. I never liked how a level 1 character
in level-based games could never hurt a level 100 character, even
if the level 100 character was unaware of the level 1 character.
HERO skill rolls are based on a bell curve instead of a percentage.
It might not sound like much of a change, but it greatly helps
minimize the randomness of dice. Lastly, the core rules are a list
of how to make abilities, not a list of what abilities to choose
from. This gives you freedom to make what you want.

Pros and Cons

Pros
• Skill-based (vs. level-based)
• Skill roles based on bell curve (vs. percentile)
• Complete freedom (vs. being limited by a class progression)
• Balanced mechanics built into core rules

Having a game where a new person can join the group with a
brand-new character, play alongside more developed characters
and still contribute to the game? That is a winner in my book.
While a new character may not have the highest skills or all the
abilities, they can still be effective without needing to be the
same “level”. In a level-based game, the effectiveness of
characters drastically scales up with each level, leaving a new
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character so far behind that they not only can’t contribute to the
battles, but become liabilities. Having a skill-based system just
seems to mirror life more realistically.

Since so much depends on skills, it is nice that the roll for skills is
on a bell curve. Rolling three six-sided dice (“3d6”) instead of a
single die greatly helps minimize bad rolls when your character
should be relatively good at something.

Having complete freedom to create any character that you can
envision is refreshing. Being limited by a class progression just
seems like cruel and unusual punishment.

Having the core mechanics of a game start out as balanced
means any character built on top of that system will be balanced
regardless of the theme or genre. In the HERO System, a
soldier’s laser blast, a wizard’s fireball, and an archer’s arrow end
up all being a ranged attack based on the energy blast
mechanics, and therefore can all have the same damage potential
if all have the same power level.

Cons
• No SRD
• Smaller community

Probably the biggest drawback to the HERO System is that there
is no System Reference Document (SRD) that allows new users to
reference the rules in a free format, making it easier to enter the
game system. If recruiting for a game means everyone must own
(at a minimum) the core rulebook, then the game is already at a
disadvantage of recruiting new players. The entry price would be
a minimum of fifteen dollars US, which is affordable, but would
still be considered a drawback for trying to recruit new players.
While I understand the desire to make a living off developing
games, I would think growing the community would be the first
goal and profit off the adventures.

The second biggest drawback is probably related to the first
drawback, and that is the HERO System has a smaller
community. Those who play with the HERO System usually love
it, but it is hard to get new players in if there is no free SRD to
use as an introduction.
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Settings

Champions

Champions is a comic book superhero setting. Whatever powers
you can dream up can be recreated using the HERO System. The
only limitations are the point cost and whatever restrictions the
GM may put in place (like limiting the max amount of damage any
one attack can do); this keeps the game balanced for all the
players, as well as allowing the GM to make the game challenging
by controlling the level of the NPCs.

Dark Champions

Dark Champions is a vigilante-style setting. There is a setting
book for this genre that focuses on ‘Hudson City’, much like
Batman’s Gotham City, which goes into detail about the city’s
different locations, organizations, and activities for a GM to use as
material. While Champions focused on superheroes, Dark
Champions focuses on normal people becoming heroes without
superpowers.

Fantasy/Pulp/Star/Western Hero

The same system applies to all these various settings, each with
their own world history and examples of how to apply the base
rules to all the elements of that setting. Also, skills specific to
each genre are listed with details how they are applied.

I would like to note that for fantasy games, I never liked how
other systems handled magic with limiting casting spells. With the
HERO System, spells cost endurance to cast, which means you
can cast what you want, when you want. Even if you are low on
endurance, you can still cast, but it will cost you health. And while
that sounds dangerous, it does give you the option.

Monster Hunter International

Based on the Monster Hunter International book series and
adapted into the HERO System. Hero Games worked with series
author Larry Correia to recreate the series’ world, including
specific details like an actual PUFF list that can be used.

Mechanics

At the core, this is a skill-based system. Each skill has an
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associated attribute that gives the base value; experience is
traded in to increase skill levels. A skill roll uses 3d6 with a target
based on the skill level to roll that value or lower. Because the
average roll for 3d6 is 9, targets of 11 and above are easier to hit
on a regular basis since the result is the average of the three
dice. So even if you have one bad dice, it is still possible to hit
your target with average rolls from the other two dice.

Character Creation

Characters are built on points. Everyone starts with the same
base points and then can get a limited number of additional
points by picking up disadvantages, which adds depth to the
character with some limitations.

The characteristics for the HERO System are Strength, Dexterity,
Constitution, Body, Intelligence, Ego, Presence, and Comeliness.
Secondary characteristics are Physical Defense, Energy Defense,
Speed, Recovery, Endurance, and Stun. Before the 6th edition of
the core rules, the secondary characteristics were calculated from
the primary characteristics with options to pay to increase their
values.

In the 6th edition of the core rules, the secondary characteristics
are now their own attributes. This helps with balancing characters
by preventing players from just heavily investing in the primary
characteristics; now they can instead focus more on what the
character should be.

Instead of leveling up after gaining a set amount of experience,
the experience points gained are used to directly affect the
character with the same rules as character creation. So, if you
want to increase a skill, you can just pay for that upgrade when
you have enough experience. Or if you want a new power, you
save up experience until you have enough to buy that new power.

Powers

The HERO System allows players to build the type of character
they want. There are no molds. So instead of listing out every
possible power to pick from, the HERO System provides the
framework for building powers. There are many different
categories within the framework that should account for almost
anything a player can dream up.
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Here are some of the power categories:
• Adjustment – Modify the characteristics of self or another.
• Attack – inflict damage or some other negative effect on an opponent.
• Body-affecting – Change shape, size, density, etc.
• Defense – Protect against an attack or mishap.
• Mental – Detect and/or affect the mind of another.
• Movement – Employ various forms of movement.
• Sense-affecting – Alter or hinder a character’s senses.
• Sensory – Improve or expand upon the sensory abilities.
• Size – Growth or shrinking.
• Special – Powers with some unusual quality.
• Standard – A “catch-all” for other powers.

Point Cost

Each power has a base point cost for a given effect. This could be,
for example, a certain number of points per six-sided-die (or "d6")
of damage inflicted upon a foe.

Powers can have both advantages and limitations. Advantages
typically expand its effectiveness or make it more powerful, and
thus make it more expensive. Limitations represent shortcomings
in the power, lessened reliability, or situations in which the power
cannot be used, which can make the power cheaper.

Power Frameworks

The rules also include schemes for providing a larger number of
powers to a character for a given cost. These power frameworks
reduce the cost either by requiring the group of powers to have a
common theme (as in an Elemental Control Framework, although
Elemental Control is not a feature in 6th edition rules), or by
limiting the number of powers that can be active at one time with
a Multipower Framework. Powers within a framework can share
common limitations, further reducing the cost. A third type of
power framework, the Variable Power Pool (VPP), trades thrift for
flexibility. With it, powers can be arbitrarily chosen on the fly,
granting enhanced in-game flexibility. The price is a premium on
points, called the Control Cost. Additionally, it is marked as
potentially unbalancing, so not all GMs will permit VPPs.
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Appropriateness for PbP

The HERO System works well in the play-by-post format. With the
changes made in the 6th edition switching from using hexes as a
form of measurement to using actual distances, games can be
played with maps (still using the hexes for general locations) or
as a “theater of the mind” with just keeping the relative distances
of everything noted.

It uses dice arrays that RPGX can handle easily and once one
learns the basics of the system, it is applied throughout with very
little to no exceptions to remember.

And since the HERO System greatly encourages creativity of the
players, it is well suited for the writers who want to role-play.

Conclusion

I fell in love with Champions when I was younger because I had
the freedom to dream up the superhero I wanted to be with no
restrictions (other than point cost, which kept things balanced
when playing with other players).

As I upgraded to the newer versions and started picking up the
expanded material, I loved how the same system could be played
in a superhero setting, fantasy setting, and space opera setting.
If I wanted to have a superhero in a space opera who crashed on
a planet in a fantasy setting, that everything was still balanced
despite the genre. A superhero fighting a well-armed space
marine fighting a wizard were all balanced if all had the same
number of points invested in them.

HERO System games are only limited by the imagination of the
players. The rules will accommodate just about anything you can
dream up. The only thing I wish it had was more campaign style
content where someone else already came up with the plot. But
honestly, Hero Games does have a lot of content with pre-
generated villains, creatures, organizations, etc. along with
setting books that have plot suggestions that can be used with
just a little bit of work on the game master’s side.

References
Wikipedia page for the HERO System
HERO System Basics from Hero Games
RPG Crossing discussion thread for the HERO System
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We here at RPGX write. It's what we do, and while we do it, we
all employee a set of unwritten conventions, understandings
about the use of modern words, and wordplay. We may
sometimes trot out an old, tired cliche; we might occasionally
commit the grave sin of a pun, all based upon the use, or misuse
of words in our shared language.

One of my favorite literary puns was from Charles Dickens' A
Christmas Carol. This quote is said by Ebeneezer Scrooge to the
ghost of Jacob Marley. While he is preparing to go to bed on
Christmas Eve, Ebeneezer Scrooge is visited by the ghost of his
business partner, Jacob Marley, who had died seven years earlier
on the same day.

Ebeneezer Scrooge is clearly frightened by the visit as Marley’s
voice disturbed the very marrow in his bones. However, Scrooge,
in his characteristic hard attitude, dismisses the sight of the ghost
with this light-hearted response, although Scrooge is described as
not much in the habit of cracking jokes.

From A Christmas Carol, Stave 1:

“You don’t believe in me,” observed the Ghost.

“I don’t,” said Scrooge.

“What evidence would you have of my reality beyond that of your senses?”

“I don’t know,” said Scrooge.

“Why do you doubt your senses?”

“Because,” said Scrooge, “a little thing affects them. A slight disorder of the
stomach makes them cheats. You may be an undigested bit of beef, a blot of
mustard, a crumb of cheese, a fragment of an underdone potato. There’s
more of gravy than of grave about you, whatever you are!”

Scrooge was not much in the habit of cracking jokes, nor did he feel, in his
heart, by any means waggish then. The truth is, that he tried to be smart,
as a means of distracting his own attention, and keeping down his terror; for
the spectre’s voice disturbed the very marrow in his bones.

In this case, I wanted to share a similar delight in wordplay, and
how we, as authors of our own hundred tiny stories, ignore the
chains of literalism and enjoy the boundless freedom that our
language gives us, to make allusions and illusions. But as
authors, we should recall, not everyone who reads our words
accepts them as we have tendered. For we may offer gold, but

Writing Literally Admin Dirk
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they see brass. We may proffer a jest, but they see a jab.

Renowned author Philip K Dick wrote about this, in his short,
short story "The Eyes Have It", and I present it here, as a
reminder to the authors inside us all of the power of words, and
word choice. And a reminder that once we offer the words to our
readers... we control them no longer.

The Eyes Have It

by PHILIP K. DICK

IT WAS quite by accident I discovered this incredible invasion of
Earth by lifeforms from another planet. As yet, I haven’t done
anything about it; I can’t think of anything to do. I wrote to the
Government, and they sent back a pamphlet on the repair and
maintenance of frame houses. Anyhow, the whole thing is known;
I’m not the first to discover it. Maybe it’s even under control.

I was sitting in my easy-chair, idly turning the pages of a
paperbacked book someone had left on the bus, when I came
across the reference that first put me on the trail. For a moment I
didn’t respond. It took some time for the full import to sink in.
After I’d comprehended, it seemed odd I hadn’t noticed it right
away.

The reference was clearly to a nonhuman species of incredible
properties, not indigenous to Earth. A species, I hasten to point
out, customarily masquerading as ordinary human beings. Their
disguise, however, became transparent in the face of the
following observations by the author. It was at once obvious the
author knew everything. Knew everything—and was taking it in
his stride. The line (and I tremble remembering it even now)
read:

… his eyes slowly roved about the room.

Vague chills assailed me. I tried to picture the eyes. Did they roll
like dimes? The passage indicated not; they seemed to move
through the air, not over the surface. Rather rapidly, apparently.
No one in the story was surprised. That’s what tipped me off. No
sign of amazement at such an outrageous thing. Later the matter
was amplified.

… his eyes moved from person to person.
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There it was in a nutshell. The eyes had clearly come apart from
the rest of him and were on their own. My heart pounded and my
breath choked in my windpipe. I had stumbled on an accidental
mention of a totally unfamiliar race. Obviously non-Terrestrial.
Yet, to the characters in the book, it was perfectly natural—which
suggested they belonged to the same species.

And the author? A slow suspicion burned in my mind. The author
was taking it rather too easily in his stride. Evidently, he felt this
was quite a usual thing. He made absolutely no attempt to
conceal this knowledge. The story continued:

… presently his eyes fastened on Julia.

Julia, being a lady, had at least the breeding to feel indignant.
She is described as blushing and knitting her brows angrily. At
this, I sighed with relief. They weren’t all non-Terrestrials. The
narrative continues:

… slowly, calmly, his eyes examined every inch of her.

Great Scott! But here the girl turned and stomped off and the
matter ended. I lay back in my chair gasping with horror. My wife
and family regarded me in wonder.

“What’s wrong, dear?” my wife asked.

I couldn’t tell her. Knowledge like this was too much for the
ordinary run-of-the-mill person. I had to keep it to myself.
“Nothing,” I gasped. I leaped up, snatched the book, and hurried
out of the room.

IN THE garage, I continued reading. There was more. Trembling, I
read the next revealing passage:

… he put his arm around Julia. Presently she asked him if he
would remove his arm. He immediately did so, with a smile.

It’s not said what was done with the arm after the fellow had
removed it. Maybe it was left standing upright in the corner.
Maybe it was thrown away. I don’t care. In any case, the full
meaning was there, staring me right in the face.

Here was a race of creatures capable of removing portions of their
anatomy at will. Eyes, arms—and maybe more. Without batting
an eyelash. My knowledge of biology came in handy, at this point.
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Obviously they were simple beings, uni-cellular, some sort of
primitive single-celled things. Beings no more developed than
starfish. Starfish can do the same thing, you know.

I read on. And came to this incredible revelation, tossed off coolly
by the author without the faintest tremor:

… outside the movie theater we split up. Part of us went inside,
part over to the cafe for dinner.

Binary fission, obviously. Splitting in half and forming two
entities. Probably each lower half went to the cafe, it being
farther, and the upper halves to the movies. I read on, hands
shaking. I had really stumbled onto something here. My mind
reeled as I made out this passage:

… I’m afraid there’s no doubt about it. Poor Bibney has lost his
head again.

Which was followed by:

… and Bob says he has utterly no guts.

Yet Bibney got around as well as the next person. The next
person, however, was just as strange. He was soon described as:

… totally lacking in brains.

THERE was no doubt of the thing in the next passage. Julia,
whom I had thought to be the one normal person, reveals herself
as also being an alien life form, similar to the rest:

… quite deliberately, Julia had given her heart to the young man.

It didn’t relate what the final disposition of the organ was, but I
didn’t really care. It was evident Julia had gone right on living in
her usual manner, like all the others in the book. Without heart,
arms, eyes, brains, viscera, dividing up in two when the occasion
demanded. Without a qualm.

… thereupon she gave him her hand.

I sickened. The rascal now had her hand, as well as her heart. I
shudder to think what he’s done with them, by this time.

… he took her arm.
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Not content to wait, he had to start dismantling her on his own.
Flushing crimson, I slammed the book shut and leaped to my
feet. But not in time to escape one last reference to those
carefree bits of anatomy whose travels had originally thrown me
on the track:

… her eyes followed him all the way down the road and across the
meadow.

I rushed from the garage and back inside the warm house, as if
the accursed things were following me. My wife and children were
playing Monopoly in the kitchen. I joined them and played with
frantic fervor, brow feverish, teeth chattering.

I had had enough of the thing. I want to hear no more about it.
Let them come on. Let them invade Earth. I don’t want to get
mixed up in it.

I have absolutely no stomach

Editor’s Note: Charles Dickens
died in 1870, far more than 70
years ago and as such his works
are in public domain and can be
freely used in any capacity.
Similarly The Eyes Have It was
originally published in Science
Fiction Stories 1953, Issue 1,
published by Columbia Pubs. To
the best of our knowledge the
US copyright on this publication
was never renewed.

Side: Original cover of Science
Fiction Stories, 1953, Issue 1
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Short Story Competition Interviews
Leviticus (in conversation with Starflier, Yoshimi, Ildrahil, and GeneT)

Gleaning insights from our four-way-tie for first place!

There were many outstanding submissions for this summer’s
RPGX Short Story Competition, and surprisingly, four of those
submissions tied for first place! In the below interviews we learn a
little more about these authors; their views on writing and
gaming, what brought them to the site, and some insight into
their winning stories. Enjoy! Thank you Starflier, Yoshimi, Ildrahil,
and GeneT for taking the time to respond to these questions.

1. What brought you to RPG Crossing?

Starflier: Googling play-by-post D&D in all likelihood. I remember
looking for a more consistent creative outlet than the one National
Novel Writing Month offered, even when I was doing a couple of
those events each year. I’ve always liked D&D, but when you’re
not a social person there aren’t a lot of opportunities to find a
group, or get involved in a regular game. Here? I get to write. I
get to play D&D, and other games too. What’s not to like?

Yoshimi: Leans back in his rocker and gazes wistfully into the
middle distance, a few wisps of smoke curling into the crisp
autumn air from his pipe. The year was 2010. On the radio,
everybody was getting crunk with Ke$ha's "Tik Tok". Several
movies nobody remembers were dominating the box office. And in
the news, a skyscraper everyone on Earth can see their house
from was built in Dubai. Meanwhile, I was fast approaching middle
age and listening to a lot of Flaming Lips. Nostalgic for a long-
bygone youth spent eating chips and playing Zork, I typed
"Dungeons and Dragons" into my web browser and there I beheld
this play-by-post site. Having indulged in much D&D in my middle
through high school years, I was entranced. For here was a place
where I could roll up seemingly limitless numbers of fantasy
characters, learn seemingly limitless numbers of gaming systems,
and spend seemingly limitless numbers of hours procrastinating. I
joined and made my first application that very day. At the time, I
thought I would make my anonymous posts and then emerge
back into the real world without actually connecting with any of
the people behind the DM screens or character sheets. In that, I
was happily mistaken.

Ildrahil: The former RPG PbP site I was on folded up and I did
some searching around for a new site. I found RPGX along with a
few other sites. This one seemed the best and I stuck with it and
here I am now two years later.
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GeneT: I found RPGX after a smaller PBP RPG server went belly
up. I had known of it before but did not switch as my games
there were running well at the time.

2. Why did you enter the Short Story Competition? What
was your experience like?

Starflier: I like writing, but haven’t really had the motivation to
tackle NaNoWriMo the last few years now that play-by-post
satisfies that itch. I’ve also found that November just turns into
churning chaos every year for no reason whatsoever, so a chance
to do a quick bit of writing before that seemed like fun.

The experience was fun, if a little stressful, as I left my writing
until closer to the deadline that I really would have liked. I had a
lot of interesting ideas, good little bits of story, that I just couldn’t
get to fit together in any meaningful way with the prompt I got.
In the end I just had to toss all of that aside and write.

The best part of it all was a chance to read some really inspired
short fiction from fellow writers.

Yoshimi: To answer that question, which is heavily related to the
next question, I first have to go back to the summer of 2021,
which was pivotal to my RPG Crossing experience. That was when
I first actually read the announcements above all the forum
directories, and learned of the Outplay competition. I clicked the
links, I studied the details, I got swept up in the excitement of
pitting my roleplaying skills against my fellow players. I created a
character called Sorbo the Painter, a dwarven magic-user based
on a hero of my teenage years, Bob Ross. It was the wildest,
most pulse-pounding, most nerve-wracking experience I ever had
while sitting still. I made a lot of friends on the Discord channel
we used to plan our collective team posts, and still more hanging
out IC in the tavern between rounds.

Fast forward to the summer of 2022. Due to a very crowded real
life, I sadly couldn't commit to another round of Outplay. But I
wanted very much to still participate in some event within the
RPGX community. So when the short story competition came
along, I knew right away I wanted to give it a try. I hadn't written
a story from beginning to end since possibly sixth grade, when
my tale of a young heroine defeating an evil volcano-dwelling
cyclops won some sort of contest where an inmate in the local
prison read it over the radio.
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As for what it was like, the writing itself was like me lying awake
for the better part of several nights envisioning the story, then
spending the better part of several days writing instead of
whatever was on my to do list. During the judging phase, it was
like nervously waiting to see what people would think, while
enjoying all the other wonderful entries. There were also lots of
great conversations about the competition, or things competition-
adjacent, with other people who were the writers, the judges, and
people just checking out the entries. It was a lot of fun.

Ildrahil: First and most important, I love this site and I want to
contribute. I thought one way to do so would be to write a story
that was hopefully good enough to provide the readers a bit of
enjoyment. Also, I love to write. I'm in this for role playing as
much as anything, which allows me to create stories while
interacting with others. Together, these stories weave together
and take on a life of their own. The short story competition was a
chance to tell a different kind of story. The best part of the
competition was being able to read the incredible stories from my
fellow writers. What an absolute joy.

GeneT: I started PBP a fair time ago and have played in various
formats like OpenRPG and other types of both pure PBP and play
by text chat. PBP became a way to practice writing in the
beginning. Things like character, dialogue, pacing, sentence
structure, etc. And in the beginning, when I first joined, I mainly
posted in the Short Story section with one or maybe two games of
PBP. I like the Short Story Competition. It forces me to write.

3. Was there an inspiration for your short story? If so,
what was it?

Starflier: Real life. An ‘eight hour work day’ dream is still the
worst dream I’ve had as an adult. Maybe it’s not as bad as a
nightmare, certainly, but at least the nightmare ends when you
wake up. This wasn’t a nightmare at all, just the minute-by-
minute accounting of a day at work, followed by the exact same
thing after waking up. In the end, with the deadline approaching,
it was the idea that I was able to put to the page.

Yoshimi: During Outplay I became friendly with the madly
inventive bananabadger. Later that year, he advertised a new
game called "Luchador Lords of Kansas, 2072." I was one of two
players to sign up, the other being JustSomeGuy from my Outplay
team. It was a rules light homebrew game based loosely on
Secret Tĳuana Death Match by Cheapass Games, taking place in
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Kansas after the collapse of Western civilization, where Lucha
Libre was the hub of popular culture. We played a pair of brothers
who were a luchador tag team. It was like nothing I'd ever played
before, for two reasons. First, bananabadger ceded at least half
the world building to the players. In our character posts, we
added locations, NPCs, and events to bananabadger's setting, and
we controlled some of the actions of NPCs. We even developed a
backstory for his world. And he just ran with whatever we came
up with, until by the end we could not tell what he had planned
from the beginning and what was improvised, and yet the whole
story worked! The second thing he did was bring in other players
as cameo NPC villains, who foiled our plans and led to amazing
plot and character development, with some of them really
becoming other main characters in the story. There were gods,
there were aliens, there were mutants, and of course there were
heroic farmboys. It was really funny, but also very poignant. In
the dictionary next to blast, it says, "3. n. that game".

Luchador Lords was the inspiration for my short story. By the
summer I was missing inhabiting post-apocalyptic yet non-
dystopian Kansas and (with bananabadger's permission) I
decided to write a sequel. But I didn't want to explore the same
places we'd already been through. So I fast forwarded the story
100 years and set it in a neighboring state, then created new
characters and had them interact with some of the ones I had
met in the original game.

Ildrahil: Yes, I was inspired by JRR Tolkien and his Rangers of
Ithilien. There is also a taste of the Dunedin in it.

GeneT: I rolled by chance and got a 5. The twist is that one of
the main characters is actually a robot/golem/created being. I get
inspiration from a lot of places and there are probably many
sources of faded inspiration that I'm not consciously aware of but
definitely have play in what comes out. First, I support a lot of
itch.io bundles for various causes and have way more games from
there that I can ever hope to possibly play. I tend to read all the
game's premises and recently I bought the Reproductive Rights
Bundle which coincided with the start of this Story contest. After
rolling random, I was perusing all these games I downloaded and
two games wiggled into my thoughts. One was Singles&Returns -
Talking to Strangers on a Bus. I took some bus rules and the idea
of a bus trip from here. The other was The Creation , a solo game
about being an abandoned Golem in his master's shop and the
village is coming to destroy them. I've played neither. Lastly, I
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took fantastic or maybe weird locations from games like Troika,
Electric Bastionlands, Beyond Glittering Sands, Van Wizard, etc,
along with some Fae inspiration from past game-play. These
weren't all necessarily things I was conscious of when writing but
none the less colored the words. I think inspiration is like that.
The more you read, the more stuff you explore, the more it works
in the background of creativity.

4. What advice do you have for aspiring writers/gamers on
the site?

Starflier: Try new stuff. The pace of play-by-post is very
forgiving to people who don’t know the rules to a particular
system, and most of the people here are the same way. Try out a
new system, a new genre, whatever. You might find ‘your’ thing
when you didn’t even know you were looking for it, or at least
you’ll make a few new friends.

Yoshimi: First, trust this community to welcome your work,
whether you consider yourself a novice writer or an experienced
one, and whether you think the quality of your work is rough or
polished. Lots of people will be interested in your ideas, and you
will find people who are inspired by them and who will inspire you
to come up with new ones. Second, be very open-minded to
constructive criticism and suggestions if you're doing something
like a short story competition, or even if you're a player or a GM.
If you let it, play-by-post will hone your writing skills, whether
you're in an RP intensive game where the GM wants descriptive
posts, or whether you're in a more mechanical game where you
create shorter entries. It is amazing what having to interweave
your ideas with those of other players will do for your creativity.

Ildrahil: Don't be afraid to ask for help. I had multiple people
critique my submission and they all added to it and made it
better. The same goes for gaming. When I started here I had
some outstanding support from the talented people in the
Reluctant Heroes thread as well as from some of the mods.

GeneT: If you wanna Write then Read. Then Read some more.
Then Write. Write. Write. Then Read. Watch life around you.
Learn a different hobby like tig welding or flow casting acrylic.
Bring in those experiences. Read a manual about stick welding, or
a wiki page about Achaemenid architecture, or a book about
Breath. Then write. As often as possible.
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If you wanna Game, then Game. Pick a completely different
character than last time. Write one up not to make the game but
because you wanna explore something interesting. Play as many
different systems that you can fit into life. Or do none of that and
just play that one character you like to play, because it's a game
and you're having fun.

Can you do both? Definitely. And RPGX is the perfect place to
practice and have fun at it.

RPG Crossing’s December Drive –
Support Our Community, Support
Mental Health Research
Birched
Please help our community bring joy to those affected by mental
illness. We brought goodies!

December has come around again, and for the eleventh
consecutive year RPG Crossing is running its membership and
charity drive during the month. The membership part is important
for the site – Community Supporter memberships represent over
80% of the site’s revenue, and pay for all of the increasing costs
of servers, software, insurance, and administration. I’ve also been
saving a bit to put towards site renovations, and am hoping we
may finally have enough to make some progress in 2023. This is
the smaller part of the drive, though.

The larger part of the December drive is a celebration of our
community’s spirit through doing good and meaningful work.
Play-by-post games are often long relationships that span many
years. I’ve enjoyed creative storytelling with people while they
were having good times and bad; I’ve heard their stories while
they experienced marriage and divorce, births and deaths,
serious illness and good times, transitions of all kinds. Often,
people disappear for reasons unknown. Where do you think they
go? Lost into one of these transitions, perhaps, and I hope a good
one. But my decision to support a mental health charity was in
part because I suspect that mental health plays an important role
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in some of these disappearances, and I know that many here
struggle with it every day. Occasionally, I receive a message that
says that our community is a bright point in otherwise dark times,
and I thank you all for helping to make RPG Crossing the kind of
place that can be supporting in this way.

The charity that we’ve supported for a decade now, and to which
we’ve donated over US$17,000, is the Brain & Behavior Research
Foundation. They are a well-rated charity that funds research to
improve the lives of those affected by mental illness. You can
learn more about them at https://www.bbrfoundation.org/about.
They also provide frequent educational programming, where one
can learn about current advances; if you are interested, I
encourage you to check out their website. Again this December,
RPG Crossing will donate US$5 from every full-year membership
purchase and also we are hosting a team donation page for direct
donations to the charity.

I don’t want to insult anyone, because I know you all support
charity out of the goodness of your hearts, but just in case
someone needs a little extra incentive, I spend some time each
autumn gathering donations as prizes from various RPG
publishers. This year, apart from 6 grand prizes for the highest
donors to charity (Rise of the Drow: Collector’s Edition 5e hard
copies!) there is a wonderful array of prizes that will go to all
participants who buy a full year membership and/or donate at
least US$10 through our team page, provided by AAW Games,
Cawood Publishing, Fragged Empire, Hit Point Press, Magpie
Press, Orcs Unlimited, Role Inc, and Underground Oracle. By the
time this article hits the public, you should be able to find details
of all of these in the site announcements.

I hope that you will support our drive this December!
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Spotlighting our friendly new member greeters!

Good-day! Hi! Howdy! Welcome! These were the words you likely
heard from one of our many new member greeters if you posted
in the New Member Introductions forum. This issue spotlights a
few of those volunteers giving our newest members a hearty
welcome to RPG Crossing. Thank you Kenjitsu, Admin Dirk,
chocoladevla, bananabadger, Ildrahil, and HotsuSama for taking
the time to respond to these questions.

1. When did you join RPG Crossing? Did you introduce
yourself in the “New Member Introductions”? Anything
memorable from that experience?

Kenjitsu: June 21st, 2019. I did. On the very same day that I
joined. Having to learn some site etiquette the hard way (I replied
to everyone that greeted me, which resulted in several posts in a
row with no other post in between. Didn't know I could merge all
the replies into a single post.)

Admin Dirk: Join Date Aug 1st, 2008. Did you introduce yourself
in the “New Member Introductions”? Nope. Not sure why, I think
it's because I jumped in, and pretty quickly started DMing a
game. I figured starting my own game was the fastest way to get
into a game.

chocoladevla: Joined the Crossing in 2014, after starting my
online D&D career at Rpol and Mythweavers. Started to make an
account to create character sheets but within a month or so I was
playing in a game and never left. My introduction post wasn't that
impressive, so, so, so many spelling and grammar errors,
embarrassing. But hey, it comes with being non-native I guess,
between 2014 and now I gained a lot of help from grammar add-
ons helping me out.

bananabadger: I joined on February 02, 2020 and made an
introduction post that day. It was a weekend, and I needed to get
some work done ahead of the week, but I had stumbled on RPG
Crossing and just got drawn in most of the day. Admin Dirk kindly
suggested that I should get back to work and others stepped in
with welcomes which continued for about 10 days afterwards. It

RPGX Volunteer Spotlight: The Welcome
Wagon
Leviticus (in conversation with Kenjitsu, Admin Dirk,
chocoladevla, bananabadger, Ildrahil, and HotsuSama)
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was a great experience and one of the conversations led to my
joining the Reluctant Heroes game, which I continue to play and
still consider as my "home base" on RPG Crossing.

Ildrahil: My two year anniversary on RPGX was yesterday! And it
has been a wonderful year. I've been honored to be a part of
Reluctant Heroes, which entered the Hall of Fame this year. An
accomplishment I played a small part in helping with. I did
introduce myself and it was the best thing I could have done.
Bananabadger greets new members there and I think it was he
who told Rasgorn, one of the RH DMs, about me. Rasgorn PMed
me and asked about my username and if I was a fan of Tolkien,
which I am, and from there, over time, I have ended up with
multiple PCs in that game. I was also introduced to Choco there,
which cued me to look at some of her games and I've been lucky
enough to have a PC on one of her Hoard of the Dragon Queen
games.

HotsuSama: I joined at the start of 2020, just before the you-
know-what hit. Mostly the standard greeters, although it did kick
off a little chatting about Fate Core, which I had been thirsty to
play for a while. Knowing that I had a home here for systems like
that was a big boost to my enthusiasm to settle in here.

2. When did you start greeting New Members on the site?
What made you decide to greet new members? Why have
you stuck with it?

Kenjitsu: A little over a year and a half ago. I really wanted to
get into a Starfinder game (they are very rare for some reason).
After not getting selected, I decided I would try to grow the
Starfinder community by running an introduction game. Long
story short, I started greeting new members looking for anyone
that was interested in Starfinder. Now, I am looking for new
members that might be interested in Hero System games. (And
you get to meet some very interesting people too.)

Admin Dirk: First Newbie Greeting: March 26, 2011. And, I have
not missed a single one since. Every single new person since that
date, I have posted in their thread.

What made you decide to greet new members? No idea, honestly.
I was probably just trying to do something nice in the community,
and help out. There might have been a call by Jondera for
greeters, I can't remember. That was more than a decade ago.
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Why have you stuck with it? Why not? It's easy, it's fun, I get to see
everyone that posts, I get the chance to meet them. Later on, as I
became a staff member, I thought it was just important to role
model our friendly behavior. I feel it sets a tone, that the staff is
active, friendly, and pays attention to the details. I've come to know
some great people, because they also turn around and greet new
players, and we learn about each other, joke around, and become
internet friends.

chocoladevla: To be brutally honest, I wanted to run the New
Player Solo games far too soon, and I remember zevonian replying
with '... first start with greeting new players for a while until you
have reached your 'one year RPG'- anniversary.'. Inspired by
zevonian I started greeting new players and it has been so much
fun! It provides a small window of opportunity to get to know the
new players before meeting them elsewhere on the site, to find out
why they joined, what experience they have and some good
conversations were happening within this part of the site. Seriously,
everyone is interesting. I really try and make time to reply with a
personal question or comment, and it is so rewarding and fun to get
answers. It does help I am a people person IRL but I feel blessed to
be able to meet
and greet new
players. After 7
years I can still
say it always
brings a smile to
my face.

bananabadger:
Going back
through the
threads it looks
like I didn't greet
for several
months; I didn't
feel it was my
place, and I didn't
know exactly
what was and
what wasn't
intruding on other
people's roles.
After a few
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months, I began greeting newcomers who had written something
that either I could answer or speak to, and then one of the
admins, either Birched or Zevonian, XPed me thanks, so I got the
impression it was okay to join in. Ever since, I've just tried to
greet everyone, and keep things fairly short but personalized,
particularly if someone else has already suggested the New
Players Solo Game. I try to keep a subscription to the thread
open for a few days at least in case the person responds. A lot of
times I never see the person again, but it's always a thrill to see
someone around the boards and remembering your first
conversation with them!

Ildrahil: Wow, I started greeting new members a while ago and I
think I've managed to greet every new player since I started. I
guess it was a few months after I started, when I felt like I knew
enough of the RPGX ropes to give advice if asked. We did a family
vacation to Belize for a week this past summer, but I'm pretty
sure I caught up back then without missing anyone. So yeah, I
have stuck with it and I plan to continue.

I greet people for a few reasons. I like to say hi because of how
many people said hi to me in my intro thread. It made me feel
welcome here, and that is huge. It's daunting to come on a new
site and learn the ins and outs. Which BB codes work, which
don't, general rules and etiquette, etc. Being made to feel
welcome makes it easier to ask questions. I also like to add the
link to the solo game and to Reluctant Heroes. The solo game
because it's such a great resource and Reluctant Heroes because
there are such awesome Role Players there and I think it's good
for new players to see that they have come to a place where
quality role playing is going on.

HotsuSama: It must have been a little later that year, but I can't
say exactly when I made it routine. It just felt like a good
community move to help make others feel welcome here. I wish I
had more to write sometimes, but just having activity on those
introduction threads counts for something at the very least, right?

3. What advice do you have for folks wanting to get
involved/volunteer around the site?

Kenjitsu: There are a lot of good people here. Many of them give
their time helping others. By helping out, you are helping the site
and hopefully helping all those who give of their time so freely. In
short, there is always a need for help. The more you can help, the
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lighter the load is for everyone that is helping.

Admin Dirk: Do it! Whatever time you have to give, whether it's
a few minutes a week, or a half day every month, do it. It's fun,
it helps the community, it's karma, and the extra paychecks from
Birched's trust fund will come in handy when I retire. I'm just
kidding on that last part. Birched will never let me retire.

chocoladevla: My advice would be to always put yourself and
your family first. Maybe very odd advice coming from an RPG red
but I think this is important. Have fun, and spend time and
energy but everyone will understand if you need time off, you can
come back refreshed or take some more time, we are not
important, your family, health, and friends are.

bananabadger: I don't know, and that's a question I often have!
It would be great if there was a "help wanted" sign perhaps. Even
with an annual voluntary CS membership payment, this site is an
incredible "deal," and I think people would support it in other
ways if they knew how. But apart from direct assistance to
running the site, I think one of the biggest things people can do is
to show up for games, keep in touch with DMs or your players if
you are having delays, and reach out with OOC chat and XP
encouragement. Ultimately, this site is about strangers playing
nicely with one another. We don't always succeed at that (I know
I don't), but I think we do 9 out of 10 times, and if we react to
our failures with grace and generosity, we can get through the
other times.

Ildrahil: Advice? From little old me? Ask! The mods here are a
fantastic group of people who run an amazing PbP site. I've been
playing by post since my first deployment to Afghanistan...a long
time ago. Sites come and go and I've seen more than my share.
This is the best site by far. So, if you want to help around the site
I'm sure all you have to do is PM one of the mods… Birched
anyone, and they'll be happy to abuse...err have you help around
the site.

HotsuSama: Start small and know your limits; just like with
signing up for games, it can be easy to over-commit by mistake!
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Great gaming deserves recognition so Explosive Runes has
decided to start publishing the RPGCrossing Post of the Month
(PotM)!

‘What is PotM,’ you ask?

Simply put, PotM is a monthly contest where you can nominate
your favorite posts from around the site and have a group of
volunteer judges decide which one is the crème de la crème.
Pardon my French.

‘How do I get involved’, you ask?

Mosey on over to the PoTM forum and nominate your favorite
post or inquire to chocoladevla or Squeak about volunteering.

Now in the words of the Cromulons, “Show me what you got.”

By PapaHuck

There was something niggling at the back of the villagers’
consciousness as they fought the she-devil. In bardic stories of
ancient heroes (long banned by the God-King, but of course still
sung frequently when spying ears were not about) the epic
descriptions of the battles are often performed in verse, usually
accompanied by driving, exciting music on a lute or a drum. It
was almost as if the villagers-come-heroes could hear that same
music now as they engaged this fell foe in deadly combat.

No, wait. There was nothing “almost” about it. They could
definitely all hear the driving rhythm of a lute being played with
passion and skill, and it was getting louder. What lunacy was this?

The question was answered as it was birthed: bounding around
the corner a madman with the legs of a goat came leaping and
skipping, turning wild flips in the air, all the while strumming
crazily at his instrument.

Rapidly approaching the combat, this character began to sing:

Posts of the Month
Winning Posts of the Month, May 2022 - Oct 2022
Written by PapaHuck, Touketsu, creed, The Rat Queen,
Mallothi, and Ballingray. Foreward by wodine
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"Though it plans on lingering,
We Children of the Fall,

The Blood-Curse of the Fallen King,
We’ll purge from Misty-Vale!"

But where had this mysterious goat-man come from? I’m glad you
asked. . .

Why Ness was late to work…

It was awkward, but there it was: Ness and Timmy had gotten a
little behind schedule. It was all because they had been so excited
to actually find people at the Melmont farmstead the evening
before last. Prior to that, every place they had come to collect the
night soil had been abandoned. So you can excuse them if they
enjoyed the company a little too much, singing and sharing drink
well into the night. All actions have consequences, and the karma
of their revelry was to have to work extra-long that night. Well
into the next morning in fact, not returning to their meager stone
shack until the sun was high in the sky.

Naturally exhausted from such an experience, the gong farmers
didn’t awake again until the sun had well set. So it was for this
reason that there whole shift was set back several hours. Once
again, the gong farmers found themselves still spreading the night
soil across the last bit of high ground before the land started
getting boggy and low west of town. Although it had been taboo
for gong farmers to be seen working in the fields in the day, Ness
wasn’t too worried about them being seen. With so much of the
countryside and outskirts abandoned they might as well take
advantage of it and work in the day. Saved on torches too, ever
since they started burning extra to drive away the king rats.

So there is was that Ness and Timmy came to be spreading gong
on the fields west of town in the afternoon. The change in
schedule had left the two a little bleary, and Ness had even
paused in his usual musical accompaniment of their work. So it
was that the rat-hunting party was already passing into the
swamp before Timmy spotted them.

"Master look – other people!" Timmy pointed at the colorful crew
stalking their way into the bog.

"Eh? I was starting to wonder if we still had any of those. One of
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them appears to have four legs of a horse!" Ness looks down at
his own two goat legs. "Compensating, no doubt."

Ness usually kept to himself. The expectation for gong farmers to
do so was pretty overt. But things had changed, and now he felt
himself very concerned for the welfare of diverse set of trackers
entering the swamp.

"Timmy, it’s daylight now, and we haven’t seen any king rats at
all since night before last. How would you feel if you finished up
the manure spreading while I checked out on those folks tracking
into the swamp?"

"Don’t worry, Master. I’ve got this."

"Oh course you have, Timmy. You’re quite a fellow."

With lute in hand, Ness took off in a chaotic but rapid series of
sprints and leaps, following the others into the swamp.

***

Ness arrives on the scene. It's utter chaos, but it seems pretty
obvious the whip wielding fiend is an enemy of the village. Ness
notes a few powerful-looking combatants engaged with the devil,
and quite a little fellow furiously at work at some kind of
ritualistic circle.

Yikes - This looks serious! That little fellow looks like he’s doing
something important. Better lend a hand keeping this she-devil
distracted!

Capering and leaping to put himself behind the she-devil (but
notably out of range of her whip), the satyr’s words become
strange, dark, and heavy, as he addresses the devil directly, using
a heavy cadence to convey a message in a disturbingly alien
tongue.

Ness can’t quite explain how he came up with what he said to the
Erinyes. Ever since the cataclysm, it’s sort of like the whole dance
of the cosmos is this elaborate symphony he can sometimes
catch snippets of. After the dust settled, Ness tried to describe
what he said to the she-devil:

"You’re failure has begun now in earnest.

Your annihilation is inevitable and will be total.
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Avernus will fall and then all of Baator.

Your vaults will empty of souls.

None shall remember your insignificant name, you feeble
baatezu!"

After taunting the devil, Ness lends encouragement to the
dragon knight locked in close combat. Again words spring into
his brain from he knows not where:

"Dragon knight! Dragon knight! Chosen of Bahamut! The Shining
One makes no mistakes when he chooses his champions! Feel
the truth in your heart that your mace will strike true!"

Somehow, the Satyr's words resonate with the dragonborn
paladin, and he finds calm, confidence, and focus in his next
attack.

By Touketsu

Damien let out a feeble grunt as he slowly regained
consciousness. A moment's pause... and then the vishkanya shot
upright, arms thrusting out and alarming the nearby attendants,
yellow eyes darting around as the events on the bridge came
rushing back.

"...!" Breathing beginning to steady, Damien slowly collected
himself and took in the situation. It wasn't difficult to realize
what was going on... particularly as he noticed Sandraminae
overseeing. Far from the flirtatious, warm personage she'd been
at their first meeting, the elf was the picture of authority,
seemingly keeping things running smoothly until Tilly arrived...
which he could only assume would be shortly. Nothing then to be
done but wait and prepare for the worst. Sighing, Damien
glanced over at his two bedmates, and around at the others as
he confirmed their presence. All accounted for... and all to be
held to account for what had happened.

There were bad first days at work... and then there was "getting
beaten by half the guards in town and letting your dangerous
boss' prized possession get stolen on your watch" days.

Damien slowly layed back down, allowing his superficial wounds
to be attended to as he wordlessly stared up at the ceiling.
Externally, the vishkanya was rather calm. He knew how to keep
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his composure... even if he was seething on the inside. That
damned kobold... who the hell was that? With nothing else to do
as they waited for their interrogation, Damien laid and silently
thought about the stranger he'd seen casing them before the
bridge... who could they have been? Who might they be working
for? Someone well connected with guards on their payroll at
least... the guard who'd called them out wasn't just tipped off.
No no, that maneuver had been PLANNED and EXECUTED
entirely by some opportunist's design.

***

Damien said nothing as Tilly entered, slowly sitting up to face
their employer and waiting for her to address them. He
maintained his composure and calm... hoping it would pay off.
He still didn't know Tilly well enough to be sure she wouldn't see
it as a lack of respect, but in Damien's experience, guilty parties
acted nervous... and people in control didn't. He didn't even
flinch as she struck the idiot who had spoken out of turn, keeping
a steady gaze on the orc as she demanded an explanation for
what had happened... and why she shouldn't take the lost
revenue straight out of their flesh.

Liana was the first to speak, and Damien looked to the woman as
she did an admirable job of laying out the events as they
happened... keeping her cool in the process. When the halfling
had finished, Damien gave her a soft pat on the shoulder, waiting
for Tarbin to finish his addition before he looked back to Tilly,
slowly getting to his feet.

"Ma'am... couldn't put it better than Liana did myself. Her
account's entirely accurate. Things were going as planned. No
guards on alert. No complications... at first. On our way to the
bridge however, we had an... interested party. The kobold with a
large, discolored scar across their face that Tarbin mentioned.
Walked by us two times on our trip. It was after that when things
went south." Damien gestured to himself, then back at the
others, emphasizing the degree of their injuries. "I'd like to say
we fought at our best... but we never got the chance. This wasn't
just a guard with a tip... it was a coordinated ambush planned by
someone who knew. Knew about the chest. Knew we'd be going
that way. Knew to draw off our biggest muscle... and knew
EXACTLY who to hit first."

Damien's fist was clenched in front of him, nails digging into his
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palm hard enough to mark it before he took a breath, relaxing his
grip.

"Last thing I saw before I took a boot to the face was the same
kobold, just standing there and watching... and I'm positive that
wherever they went after, they had a certain chest with them.
Which brings us to the second part of your question... your
payment. This isn't just about the money... until the Eight
Dragons Inn paid your fee, that chest was your property... and
someone thought they could steal Tilly One-eye Gansog's
property and get away with it. If you truly want to leave it at that
and collect payment from us Ma'am, not one of us with half a
brain cell is going to say a word against it... but if you want your
property back, with INTEREST... then I assure you the last thing
you want to do is take the ones best qualified to find these
disrespectful fools off the street to earn a you a fraction of what
you're owed, a few coins at a time."

Damien put his hand to his chest, lowering his head to Tilly
respectfully.

"I don't forget a face. Ever. I'm going to find that kobold... and
they're going to tell me... everything."

By creed

The ending of battles still, to this day, always catch him off guard.
When the last enemy is slain. When the retreat is called. The
noise of weapons clanging, and beings screaming in pain is
almost instantly silenced, as if a silence spell had been cast on
their location. He stood looking at the carnage that they had
unleashed against their pursuers. What was once a formidable
party was now nothing but gore that painted the ground in
various shades of red, burgundy, and some tinges of black. They
mixed together as they began freezing to the ground, the smell
still pungent even in it's frozen state.

In the centre of it all, he stood. Transfixed on the battlefield. A
sight that he had seen so many times before over the centuries. A
sight he never got used too seeing, even after all this time.

The sound of flesh slapping against flesh caught his ear, and he
turned to see Begon....the actual Begon...releashing what was left
of his rage on a Giant's corpse. He was covered with the brains
and gore of the Frost Giant's cracked skull, it's innards leaking out
onto the frozen ground. He could see that he looked ready to
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collapse, his legs trying their best to hold his bulk vertical. Yet he
understood. There was no need for this fight. These fools had
seen what they were capable of, and yet still pursued them. And
they paid with their lives.

'And this time, so did they', he though, the realization of what
was lost returning to his mind.

He turned back to where Gaznul fell. HIs body lay motionless, his
neck lying at an unnatural angle where the giant had swatted him
away like an oversized fly. HIs eyes stared into nothingness, as if
seeing something shocking that is no meant for mortal eyes. He
felt the grief that he couldn't feel before during battle threaten to
wash over him as memories washed over him. The first day he
had met him in the stables of Sundabar, his step lively at the
prospect of adventuring into the faerum wild. Their countless
battles over the years. Lying out under the stars with a belly full
of mead and roast pork. He closed his friends eyes and held his
furry head close, the warmth of life already faded from him. He
knew that dwarves were not known to show emotion; they were
like the rock that spawned him; hard, cold, unyielding. While he
had left his home decades ago, and had become more of a "sky
dwarf" then most of his kin, it was a hard habit to break. He
wanted to roar at the heavens, to curse every giant in faerum for
daring to take his friend. But all he could do was hold his cold
corpse tightly, a few tears slowly soaking, then freezing into his
beard.

He felt another hand brushing Gaznul's fur on his head. He slowly
looked up to see the worn form of Raackma, looking at him with
the eyes of one that had seen many of worth and valour fall in
battle. "Ulster, I am sorry. I am so sorry.", he said softly, his voice
so different from the roars of defiance he had uttered only a few
minutes ago. He stepped back, and gave a salute before turning
away. He knew of it as one from the band he had once led. The
Irregulars if he remembered correctly. He briefly turned back
towards the cave, then stopped, as if he had something else to
say, but was having difficulty finding the right words. "Oz will
immortalize him, Ulster. The bards will sing his name.", he said
finally, his words having the weight of near certainty to them. He
nodded back in response, acknowledge the old humans words of
respect and admiration for his fallen friend. Raackma paused, his
expression one that he wanted to say more, do more, but the
actions and words were not forthcoming. Eventually he turned
back to the cave where the rest were, leaving him with Gaznul
and the whistling of the cold wind.
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He didn't know how long he had sat there after Raackma left, but
it was long enough that his metal armour had begun to freeze to
the icy ground below him. He was awash in memories; memories
of his adventures with Gaznul over the years and decades. He had
had many direwolf companions over the decades, but he had
been wise enough to always allow them a well deserved
retirement, to go out and enjoy their reminding years, chasing
prey, making more direwolves, and doing whatever they liked.
This was the first that had fallen in battle, the first where he had
let his ignorance and pride blind himself to the stark fact that he
was in battles that were too dangerous for his furry friend to
handle. And Gaznul had paid the price.

He slowly stood up, the cold making his joints stiff. Softly placing
his fallen friend on the ice briefly, he walked over to where
Raackma was searching through the corpses of the fallen fools
that dared to face them. He briefly placed his hand on the old
human's shoulder to prevent him from being startled. "I'll have to
teach Ozgur some proper dwarvian to sing proper words of
praise.", he said quietly. The grief was still there; naked for
anyone to see, but there was a twinge of humour and respect. He
remembered when he first met Raackma; it felt like years ago
now. He had slug some harsh words and sharp accusations. He
remembered someone saying "Let his actions prove his worth"
when he left the tent in an angry huff. If Quinn was right, then it
conflicted with the man that now was before him. One that was
much different then the stories he had been told by kin. His
actions had proven his worth time and time again. Enough that
when this was over, he was going to have words with Quinn.

"It was a mistake to bring Gaznul on this expedition.", he said to
Raackma. He didn't know why he was telling this old human this,
but as he was the only one that had reached out, he felt that he
should know. "I thought it was be a quick fight. We'd vanquish
some hill giants and be done with it. Give him one last battle
before heading back to Sundabar to be put out to stud.". He
paused for a second, the emotion threatening to bubble to the
surface once more. "I've had the first born direwolf of his
forebearers for almost two hundred years. Gaznul was the first to
fall in battle. I was......I was arrogant to think he could stand
against the bastards that we faced here, and this arrogance cost
him his life."

Time passed for a bit as he helped Raackma finish going through
their enemies possessions. He was so laser focused on the task
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that he hadn't noticed Ozgur coming to them. He mentioned the
dire state that Begon was in, his ferocity now demanding its
penance. "I can help that along,", he said bluntly, "but it will be at
least tomorrow before I can provide any help there.". Ozgur
lashed himself and went for a stroll in the still howling storm,
himself and Raackma holding the rope to keep him from being
swallowed by the Malestorm.

When he returned, Raackma mentioned actually wanting to
negotiate with these bastards. He gave a look of disgust at the
sheer thought. "You didn't ask, but negotiating with these
bastards has long since past. Hill. Frost. All of them. They're all
the same. They all need to die. We need to keep vanquishing
them in numbers where even the Annam All-Father gives pause,
and their supposed Jarl comes begging for peace. And then my
warhammer will have the pleasure of crushing his skull.", he
finished sternly, slapping the business end of his warhammer into
his open palm.

He left them to hear his words, although he had no idea if they
had any weight. It mattered not; they were in to the thick of it,
there was no going back now. And he had work to do. Solemn
work. One to pay his last respects. Another to send a warning to
those that killed his friend.

By The Rat Queen

Kierra listened to the various viewpoints people offered on who to
hire and whether to take the thieving urchins along or not. Simple
fact was, Kierra felt for the little ragamuffins, having lived on the
streets herself, earning what she could in a manner not
dissimilar...at least, legally and morally speaking. More technical,
perhaps, but still stealing.

She had to consider, however, how many crew she hired. They
were paying in shares, and more crew meant thinner shares. The
more she hired, the more jobs they'd have to hustle, and the less
agreeable jobs they'd need to take just for the money. Not that
she fancied them as heroes or anything, but she'd prefer to avoid
staining her soul more than was really necessary just to get by.
So far it was herself, David, Hasan, Hero, and John. They had
room for one more crew in the bunks, by her reckoning, though
she might need to give up her single to bunk with Hero to avoid
any...weirdness. It's not like the girl would annoy her with talking
too much, after all.
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They also weren't really in a position to turn down their first fare,
and 300 creds was 300 creds. And 'save a bunch of orphans'
wasn't exactly a slippery slope of evil, by her reckoning. The only
issue was keeping an eye on the kids, something better
accomplished by someone they already trusted, at least a little.
And Kierra knew exactly how to kill two birds with one stone.

Raife had done a 360 when Dade announced her intention to get
off the station no matter what, which presented Kierra with an
interesting possibility. "No harm done, Mr. Raife," she said with a
smile. "While it's true that I already have a security officer with
my second-in-command over there, I believe you can actually
provide a useful role aboard ship."

Indicating Dade and the kids, she said, "Ms. Dade has promised
cooperation if we allow her to book passage, and I'm inclined to
agree with her. Still, kids are kids, and prone to mischief...I know
I was." Returning a subtle wink to Dade, she added, "And I'd
prefer not having to jettison any of them into space, as they
might get caught in an engine and make a mess. Therefore, I
have a proposal for you. If you hire on with us, at least as long
as Ms. Dade and her crew are aboard, it will be your task to not
only keep them out of trouble, but also ensure that their
needs...food, facilities, bedding and the like...are taken care of.
Since you've already proven willing to take on unknown danger in
their defense, you seem suitable for safeguarding their passage."

Leaning a little closer, she whispered, "After that, you may still be
useful. You've seen Mr. Stone's approach to security, and it
definitely has its uses. But there are different tools for different
jobs. Mr. Stone is my hammer, a very useful piece of
equipment...but you don't want to perform surgery with a
hammer, do you? I need a scalpel as well, Mr. Raife. Someone
capable of being subtle and understated, when force may be
needed on the quiet, if you catch my drift? Mr. Stone is good for
keeping order by his aggressive disposition, but I could also use a
gun hand who can play it soft."

Arching a brow, she asked, "Does that sound like something you
can deliver, Mr. Raife?"
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By Mallothi

GM - Over the River (Reprise)

The moon is high and bright when the Familiars reach the rocky
banks of Bluewater Beck. The river’s frigid waters rush and
babble, nigh on impassible for those without wings to carry them.
Having destroyed Birchfell—the only known means of animal
passage—on their initial crossing, the Familiars now have no
choice but to brave the stone bridge that links the northern and
southern sections of the humans’ Forest Road. They approach the
bridge cautiously, keeping to the shadowy brush alongside the
roadway. Their trepidation, however, proves unwarranted, as they
find the bridge standing empty and open. There are signs of
mankind—a collection of gleaming halberds resting against the
pale stone parapets, overturned wooden stools, and a half-
finished card game arrayed atop a wine barrel—but the campfire
they find is cold, and the stink of men is faint. Whether the
guardsmen had received word that their master was slain, or
simply abandoned their post to join the festivities in town is
unclear. In either case, the Familiars breathe a collective sigh of
relief and move to cross the river.

The animals are halfway across when the bridge emits a harsh,
barking objection. "Trip-trap! Trip-trap!" cries the bridge. "Who's
that trippin’ over me bridge, eh? Oi oi! I'm comin’ to gobble ye
up!" There’s a loud THUMP! from below followed by a long and
inventive string of exceedingly profane curses. “Wait a tick! Stay
where ye’are! The gobblin’ll commence momentarily, mark me!”
From beneath the bridge appears Tolle, the river troll, rubbing an
angry-looking welt on his crown with one hand while using the
other to hitch up his trousers—freshly patched at the seat with
what looks like a scrap of a guard’s tabard. The silk sleeping-
mask perched on his forehead slips down over his beady eyes and
he stumbles, splashing through the shallows. “Pfah!” he spits.
“Why’re bleedin’ bridges always so close t’water?!” He rips off the
mask and flings it into the churning brook, then clambers up to
face the Familiars, dripping. “By me stars! You lot again!” He
throws his gangly arms wide, showering the Familiars in an icy
spray. “The ‘eroes return triumphant! Come’n give ol’ Tolle a wee
cuddle, then, eh?” Without waiting for a reply, the troll rushes
forward and scoops the animals up, one and all, in a great big
bear-hug. “Never mind the gobblin’ bit, eh? Just gettin’ meself
back into the ol’ swing-a-things now those rotten men-folk ‘ave
cleared out.” He gives the group a final squeeze then dumps them
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unceremoniously back onto the bridge. “Right-o! Down ye get.”
He bows so low that his broad, warty nose nearly touches the
ground. Still bent in half at the waist, he flaps his outstretched
hands toward the underside of the bridge. “Come’n rest a spell at
Chateau Tolle.”

Never one to turn down a nap, Ernest pads off without protest.
The others are less inclined to accept Tolle’s offer, eager to return
home and see the ritual completed. But when the Familiars hear
the old tom’s purrs of contentment floating up from under the
bridge, they begrudgingly agree to rest until sunrise. They have,
after all, completed their objective with days to spare, and none
have slept since departing the Witch’s cottage. The animals find
Ernest curled up on a smelly—but undeniably comfortable—straw
mattress, surrounded by a veritable trove of stolen goods. In the
hours since Furchtbar’s legions quit their posts throughout
Sweetbriar Forest, Tolle has stockpiled cheese, fresh vegetables,
dried fish, and an impressive collection of camping furniture. “Me
back-pay,” the troll announces proudly, “fer all me tolls, filched by
them thievin’ men-folk!” Tolle seems entirely unbothered by—or is
oblivious to, more likely—the hypocrisy of this arrangement. He
doles out fare suited to each animal’s preference, and fusses over
the blankets they will take for bedding. Once the Familiars are
settled, Tolle ministers to Rocco, expressing over and again a
deep sympathy for the plight of his “wee coz.” After every
creature has eaten his fill and is comfortably situated, Tolle calls
for a bedtime story: “Oi, Master Bunny! Yer the chatty one’f the
bunch, innit? Spin us a wee yarn. A Tale o’ yer ‘arrowin’ journey,
eh?” Satisfied that his duties as host have been well met, and
that the injured goblin’s condition is stable, the troll flops down on
his mattress, scoops up Ernest, and begins scrubbing the
bombay—earnestly—behind the ears.

Raindrops on Roses bounds to the center of the company, rises
tall on his back paws, and clears his throat. “Hark, my brave and
noble companions,” he begins. “Attend this bloody tale of
righteous retribution, and the happily anticipated rebirth of
Second Mother!” Quoth the voluble hare:

Sing, Muse, of the anger of Abigail, Witch of Sweetbriar,
Accursed, whose Familiars brought countless pains upon

Whitebridge,
Hurled to hell many strong souls of man and goose,

Served them up as carrion for the dogs and all the rats —
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The will of Mother being fulfilled — since the bastard Furchtbar,
hunter of Witches,

And godlike Abigail first feuded and quarreled.
What creature drove them to fight with such a fury?

Bartholomew, the First Familiar, fueled his father’s ire, and —
Incensed at the Witch — Furchtbar swept a fatal plague through

the forest,
All because Abigail spurned the Witch-Hunter’s hateful heart!
Yea! The faithful Familiars approached the humans' stone

stronghold
To win their Mother back…

Raindrops on Roses, while pausing a moment for dramatic effect,
realizes that all gathered have drifted off to sleep. He sighs,
concludes his recitation without fanfare, and joins the others. And
so the unlikely band of creatures snooze, piled together beneath
Tolle’s bridge. The troll’s rank exhalations—worse for the gobs of
goat cheese and flaked fish that comprised his supper—are no
match for the animals’ exhaustion. The Familiars all enjoy the
deep, dreamless slumber of victorious heroes.

GM - The Witch is Dead, Long Live the Witch

The Familiars rise with the dawn. Before they depart Tolle’s
bridge, however, the troll offers them one final service—to
prepare the eye-paste required for their resurrection ritual. The
animals have no compunction about mushing up their most-hated
enemy’s peepers, but lacking opposable thumbs, the task would
prove a laborious and grisly chore. They happily accept Tolle’s
offer. The troll sets to the task with great relish, grinding up the
gelatinous organs using a river stone and discarded helm as a
makeshift mortar and pestle. He hums cheerfully as he works,
sweating with the effort. When the paste has reached a suitable
consistency, Tolle dips one of his long, knobby fingers into the
helmet and withdraws a quivering globule. He regards the paste
at arm’s length for a moment, then pops his finger into his
mouth. He works his tongue over his pointed teeth in a quick
series of experimental sweeps, then smacks his lips decisively.
“‘Orrific,” he says matter-of-factly. “Ought not’a done that.” He
spits, shrugs, and adds, “Curiosi’y, cats, an’ that.” He winks at
Ernest, scraping the paste out of the helm and onto a broad,
yellow leaf. He twists the leaf into a tight wad and stows it with
the Familiars’ other sundries.
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After bidding Tolle a fond farewell, the Familiars set out—at long
last—for Abigail’s cabin. As they travel, Sweetbriar Forest comes
to life all around them. The sun climbs above the horizon, painting
the brilliant autumn leaves with honey-colored light. A cool breeze
playfully tousles fur and feather. Other animals move through the
trees, and Zorandicus translates the excited chatter of his avian
kinfolk: Word of the Witch-Hunter’s demise is spreading, and
Sweetbriar belongs to beasts once more. In less than two hours’
march, the Familiars reach the Witch’s dooryard. Though it’s been
but days, it feels a century since the animals last laid eyes on the
small, haphazard cottage—their beloved home. Any excitement
that the creatures feel upon spying their domicile, however, is
immediately tempered by the grim realization that Mother’s
remains still lay in the garden. In their absence, Alexa has
managed to drag a crocheted throw out of the cabin’s open door
and over the Witch’s blackened corpse. The blanket’s vibrant
coloring stands in morbid contrast to the contents hidden
beneath. It would almost seem blasphemous, if the Familiars
weren’t so certain that Abigail would find the juxtaposition
hilarious. None of the animals dare move closer; they linger at
the edge of the property, eyeing the piebald blanket and feeling
the renewed weight of their grief, as if for the first time. After a
while, Alexa the owl hops out of the cottage’s dim interior and out
into the light of the yard, flapping her one good wing for balance.
“It’s yooou,” she hoots, her round, yellow eyes flashing. “I knew
yooou could dooo it.” With that simple utterance the spell is
broken, and the Familiars finally approach their Witch.

After exchanging accounts of their time apart, Alexa leads the
other Familiars to the place she’s prepared for the ritual. Not far
from the cabin, in a glade ringed by hoary, crimson-leafed trees,
the owl has cleared a patch of soft ground that meets their spell’s
requirements exactly. Above the little meadow hangs a broad disc
of blue, cloudless sky. Come nighttime, Alexa promises, the whole
area becomes a verdant well, constructed by Nature herself for
the express purpose of collecting silvery moonlight. The Familiars
spend the intervening hours readying themselves. Ernest finds
Abigail’s hairbrush inside the cabin, tucked away where the
animals hid it before departing the woods on their murderous
errand. He shudders when he recalls Brie’s suggestion that he eat
the hair for safekeeping in his belly. Revolting! Taking up a
mouthful now, he has to will himself not to gag. Meanwhile, the
selfsame black rat tends to the doll’s other particulars. Brie takes
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more than a little pleasure in smearing Furchtbar’s eye-jelly over
the surface of the totem, using his little paws to work the paste
into the coarse fabric. With Ernest’s addition of the Witch’s locks,
the doll is complete. The Familiars all agree: Brie and Colette did
a fine job with the construction of the Abigail poppet—it is a
striking likeness, and captures the essence of not only Mother’s
physical beauty, but her singular charisma to boot. When it comes
time to dig the hole, there is some debate as to whether the
Witch’s body ought to be buried alongside the doll. Their master’s
grimoire makes no explicit mention yea-or-nay, and the Familiars
ultimately vote to spare Abigail’s remains any further indignity.
Winter’s frost has yet to take hold, and the loamy earth yields
freely to Brĳida’s powerful paws—the vixen makes short work of
the narrow pit. Using a pair of the Witch’s favorite slippers as
their gauge, the animals verify that the hole is, in fact, two feet
deep. Their preparations complete, they rest beside the ritual site
and wait for dark.

Night is a long time coming, and moonrise longer still. The
Familiars’ anticipation builds with each passing moment, growing
into an exquisite, agonizing heartache. Finally, the moon appears,
smiling and full, over the clearing. Light like flashing quicksilver
floods the dale. Brie noses the doll into the hole. “Someone
should say something,” he suggests, glancing hopefully at
Raindrops. The hare closes his eyes in moment of solemn
reflection, opens them again, then intones: “The old tales tell us
that there is a time, beloved friends, for words”—he meets each
animal’s gaze, one-by-one—“and a time for valiant deeds.” He
plants a paw on the pile of excavated soil. “There will be time
enough for words and songs when Second Mother has been
returned to us.” Raindrops on Roses flicks a sprinkling of dirt into
the crater and steps back, making room at the edge. The other
animals each follow the hare’s example, stepping forward to place
a paw-full of dirt—even Andy, at Brĳida’s insistence. It is done.

The moon rolls across the void. Furchtbar is dead. The doll is
buried. The ritual is complete.

Back in the cottage garden, the blanket covering Abigail Fogg’s
remains collapses, settling flat and empty against the ground.

The Familiars wait, breathlessly watching the patch of freshly
turned earth. Minutes pass. The moon rolls on. Nothing happens.
None of the animals speak, afraid that doing so will only confirm
what they already know: It didn’t work. The ritual has failed. The
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pale globe overhead passes its apex and begins descending
toward the opposite tree-line. Only when the moon has
completely disappeared again does anyone dare leave the
clearing. Raindrops on Roses and Alexa depart in silence,
retreating to the cabin to search the Witch’s spell-book for
answers, clues—any overlooked detail that might offer even the
slightest glimmer of hope. Shortly thereafter Zorandicus wings
away to a nearby tree, making space for the remaining Familiars
to mourn in their own way. Ernest, Brie, and Brĳida stand a
stubborn vigil by what they’ve come to consider the doll’s tiny
grave. They wait for hours, and still nothing happens. Despite
their unspoken vow to remain alert, the watchers eventually begin
to drift in and out of a fitful sleep.

“Wake up!” Brie scampers over the cat and fox, treading as
heavily as he can to rouse them. “Wake up! Look!” The black rat
points at the shallow mound, fairly vibrating with excitement. At
first glance the others can’t even tell what Brie is gesturing at.
Ernest yawns, stretches, and approaches the doll’s grave. “There!”
Brie cries. Ernest sees it now, too. A tiny, green sprout juts up
from the loose dirt. Brĳida yips wildly, bounding off to fetch Alexa
and Raindrops back from the cottage.

By afternoon, the fragile sprout has shot up several inches and
grown four leaves. Come nightfall, the plant has revealed itself to
be a vine, and begins creeping through the grass. The Familiars
monitor the plant in shifts, watching the vine twist, coil, and
lengthen in the moonlight. By the next morning, a pale yellow
flower has appeared near the end of the green umbilicus. Over
the course of the morning, the flower swells—Raindrops on Roses
is certain that it’s a zucchini. A few hours’ more growth and the
Familiars all agree that the plant is, in fact, a pumpkin. As the
fruit begins to take shape, Brĳida notices the two peppercorns
embedded in its rind—the doll’s eyes.

The pumpkin continues to grow exponentially. The Familiars wait
and watch.

On the morning of the fifth day, the animals are all dozing when
Alexa screeches, “IT MOOOVED!” The Familiars fly to the
pumpkin, pulses racing. “IT’S MOOO-HOOO-OOOVING!” shrieks
the owl. Sure enough, the pumpkin—now the size of a small
boulder—is moving. What starts as a barely-visible tremor quickly
becomes a twitch, then a violent jerk. Then the great gourd
begins rocking from side to side, sending a shiver through its vine
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and rustling its leaves noisily. “What should we—?” Ernest begins
to ask, but the question is cut short by a loud CRAA-AACK! as the
pumpkin topples to its side and splits open. A gush of stringy pulp
issues forth, spilling over the ground and depositing there a
glistening pink form. The pink thing groans weakly and flops over
in a splay of long, lithe limbs. Mother! The Witch coughs, spits out
a mouthful of pumpkin seeds, and rolls toward the Familiars.
They gasp—a collective, shuddering breath. Her skin, slick with
pumpkin innards, is soft and supple, like a newborn’s. Her
wrinkles have disappeared, the gray at her temples has gone, and
the dark tattoos inked over her cheeks and chin have paled to a
delicate lavender. Not a one of the Familiars would have thought
it possible, but somehow she appears now even more beautiful
than they remembered.

The Witch opens eyes that brim with glittering tears. The
Familiars’ hearts leap in their breasts. The Witch’s lips tremble.
She sobs once, smiles, and whispers, “My sweetlings.” She
speaks not in the crude language of men, but instead the soft and
secret tongue that she invented just for them. And how else? For
no other language—not the heartrending howl of wolves, not
even the angelic aria of songbirds—has ever been better suited
for expressing love in so few words.

All at once the Familiars rush to meet their Witch, tumbling over
pebble and moss to fall into the circle of her outstretched arms.

…

GM - Epilogue

CLACK! An acorn skips over the pale cobbles of a Whitebridge
boulevard, bouncing three times before coming to rest in the
middle of the street. A human girl trails close behind, her mouth
drawn into a thin, sullen line. She trudges up to the acorn,
pauses to curse at it, then delivers it a swift kick with the tip of
her wood-soled clog. CLACK! The acorn flies off. Stupid Ricard.
She follows after, kicks the nut again. CLACK! Stupid Randolph.
Trudge, curse, CLACK! Trudge, curse, CLACK!

The girl, called “Bean” by her friends and family, is six human-
years old, and hunting—quite unsuccessfully—for treasure. Not
for gold or silver, necessarily, though coin would certainly serve
her purpose; rather, Bean is hunting for anything at all that might
be perceived of value by her ten and twelve-year-old brothers,
Ricard and Randolph. Her eyes scan the gutter for any worthy
leavings as she tags after the acorn. A mislaid flask, a rusty old
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knife, anything! She sighs. Alas, the Whitebridge Dairy Festival is
more than a week gone now, and very little of interest remains
for the scavenging. Besides, the boys have already claimed the
greatest prize for themselves: an entire crate of unexploded
fireworks, overlooked during the fiery mishap at Guild Row. The
best Bean can hope for now is to discover something compelling
enough to wrest a few measly firecrackers from her brothers’
stockpile by way of trade. Stupid boys!

CLAAACK! Bean kicks harder this time. PING! The acorn caroms
off a stone stoop and whizzes into a nearby alley. It’s evening, the
sun low in the sky, and the alley is dark with long shadows. The
girl watches the tiny projectile disappear into the gloom. Just
then, something else catches her eye. There, displayed in the
corner window near the alley entrance, is the most sumptuous
cake the girl has ever seen. Her gaze drifts to the ornate sign
mounted above the establishment’s door. She squints at the
gilded lettering, sounding out the words: Chez Gygax. She
recognizes the name, though she’s never been inside. Her father
routinely dangles the hollow promise of a fancy dinner out
whenever begging clemency for his frequent domestic misdeeds.
Her mother has never seen the interior of the restaurant, either.
Bean is licking her lips, imagining what flavor cake might lie
beneath all that silky, powder-blue icing, when she’s suddenly
struck with a brilliant, wicked notion. Treats! Yes! Surely her
stupid brothers would part with a few smoke-bombs in exchange
for such a delicacy. And how would they know whether their
dessert was nicked from a restaurant’s window-display or dredged
out of the garbage? After all, Bean thinks, chuckling to herself,
rich people are forever throwing away perfectly good food. The
girl glances over her shoulders to check that the coast is clear,
and trots into the alley.

Just as Bean suspects, the alley behind Chez Gygax is lined with
trash-carts, all bursting with barely-eaten vittles. The girl giggles
as she rifles through the piles, carefully selecting morsels that will
appear unmolested to the naive eye. Into the pockets of her
apron go sugared biscuits, fruit danish, and even a crème brûlée
that—when rid of its blooms of colorful mold—appears entirely
intact. The girl is attempting to scrape together a pile of what she
thinks may be chocolate mousse when she hears a voice calling
from behind her. “My brothers made me do it!” she yelps, whirling
to meet her captor. But, to Bean’s surprise, no one is there.
Must’ve imagined it. She quietly chides herself for being so
jumpy, then resumes her pilfering. A moment later she hears it
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again—a soft, female voice, murmuring, or humming. She
freezes in place, breathless. She turns again—very slowly—to
look, hands still hovering over the garbage cart. The alley is
deserted. She pricks up hear ears, straining hard to listen. There
are words, though Bean does not recognize the language. Try as
she might, the girl cannot determine the sound’s source. By
some acoustic quirk of the alleyway—That must be it!—the voice
seems to be coming from everywhere at once. “EEEK!” Bean
shrieks. Something in the cart touched her hand! She springs
backward, tucking her clenched fists beneath her chin. Little by
little, the voice grows louder.

Despite her alarm, Bean does not find the voice at all unpleasant.
The tones are sweet and warm, gold as the failing autumn light.
The hum becomes a rhythmic, sonorous drone, rising and falling,
commingling with other, high, clear notes. Though the words are
unfamiliar, the emergent song’s melody is tender and soothing. A
lullaby? The girl can almost see the sound. It appears in her
mind’s eye as a rich tapestry of notes, woven by the graceful
fingers of the voice’s owner—an invisible woman bent to work at
an amber loom. Something in the garbage heap moves. The little
hairs on Bean’s forearms stand up, and she feels a prickle at the
nape of her neck. She stands transfixed, torn between fear of
whatever lies stirring in the cart and infatuation with the ethereal
song. The cart rocks softly on its battered wooden wheels.

“Beeeaann!” The girl snaps suddenly back to attention when
another voice cries out—this one she recognizes instantly. Mum!
The woman calls again, “Bean, supper!” The girl turns on her
heels and flees the alley. The secret voice sings on. The mound in
the trash cart shivers, and its peak falls away. Out in the street,
the woman warbles, “Bee-eeaann! Where’ve you gone to, girl?”
The song in the alley swells. A tiny, pink nose emerges from the
pile of debris. “It’s time to come in, sweets!” A splay of white
whiskers follows behind, twitching in the cool evening air.

Two voices—a witch and a washerwoman.

Two mothers calling their children home.

By Ballingray

Truth be told, Kanjuro did not know what to make of this very
eclectic group. His eyebrow raised slightly askance at the monk
who was seeming to spend more time than was healthy stuck
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inside the thin web that surrounded most of the perimeter of the
camp. For his part, he was content to let the other guide him
through the seemingly more-dangerous-than-it-looked
contraption. If there were dangerous predators around then they
would surely have already been alerted to the presence of the
campsite and the group through the sounds that were coming
from it.

Indeed, the pair of glittering eyes watching the group from the
shadows gleamed with interest at the events unfolding.

No more was said from the silent monk though, and as he came
into the main campsite area, his attention was drawn to the
human-shaped pile of leaves with a foot sticking out from them
who had revealed themselves to be a young lady of petite size.
She couldn't have been any older than him, but there was a
certain....unstableness that radiated outwards from her and that
was not caused solely by the eyepatch she had over one eye. The
way she spoke confirmed her undoubted oddness as she
introduced herself with the mannerism of one who was more used
to chopping people up into tiny pieces than speaking to them.

Kanjuro did not really have the time to comment on the other
oddness that was in the camp, an inert automaton of the sort
that he had never really seen before that was standing there
motionless, before a campfire was up and crackling as a result of
the tiny, savage woman's efforts.

“Was it you peeping at me, Foxy?” she asked, and Kanjuro almost
visibly jumped at the question.

"Me? No. I wasn't watching you or the camp outside of following
your trail," he responded in earnest

It was about that same time, the same time that a strange, pale
fellow with white hair proclaimed that he was going to go out
scouting and left without a word, that Kanjuro realised how
obnoxiously chill it was that night. It wasn't something that he
tended to notice when he traversed the wildlands of the Sukochi
Prefecture as a fox. Being a fox was just so much more superior
in so many ways. He could travel unnoticed for a lot of the time,
able to conceal his presence and walk silently as he chose. Yet,
more practical still, his fox's fur protected him from the coolness
in the air in a way that his human form could not. Rubbing his
arms slightly from the cold, he moved over and sat next to the
campfire, holding his hands out to take in the warmth from the
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fire. He only looked up slightly as Kamiya conjured up a small
flickering blue fire from her hands to read the parchment he had
given the group. That was a trick he had seen Yon-jū do as well
on the odd occasion, and although he longed to have such
mastery of the magical arts, that in itself was something that he
lacked the ability to do.

Before long, someone (Kanjuro did not notice who), deposited a
plate of steaming ginger in front of him. The smell was delightful,
and Kanjuro reached out to take one of them. Taking in the
delightful aroma, he munched on one of them almost absent-
mindedly, lost in his thoughts somewhat.

It was only when he became aware of another presence near to
him, and the sensation of a hand briefly brushing against his own
that Kanjuro looked up to see Vix sitting next to him. Almost
reflexively, he averted his eyes briefly before they flickered back
to meet her own. Night was clearing now, and the morning began
to permeate the sky above, banishing the pall of the night back to
the abyss from whence it came. He smiled at her wordlessly, my
but the other kitsune was a curious one. Turning his gaze away for
a second, Kanjuro's eyes took in the sights around him.

The grasslands rolling into the distance as far as the eye could
see, punctuated only by the trees of the forest on one side. It was
strange really. On the surface, Sukochi was a very beautiful
prefecture, with seemingly unspoiled countryside giving it a
pastoral, rural feeling of peace and tranquility.

It was only when one looked beyond the surface that they would
come to see the rot and decay that lay at the heart of the emerald
illusion of beauty that manifested itself here.

With a small sigh, Kanjuro finished off the gingers and rose,
holding out his hand to help Vix stand as he spoke.

"If it wasn't for Yon-jū, our lands would already be dead," he
began, gesturing around him. "She was worked tirelessly to do
what she can to stem the disease that spreads around us.
Between you and me," Kanjuro leaned in almost conspiratorially
as he whispered to Vix, "She can be a bit of a grump on occasion,
and she's not the most patient person in the world, but I like
working for her."

His lips brushed her ear as he whispered before leaning back out.
"If nothing else, then I'm doing what I can to help. I perform
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errands as and when she needs them. I...." and he hesitated
slightly here before he continued. "....help her fight the creatures
that sometimes come spilling out from the forest."

Swallowing slightly, he glanced over to the shadowy woodlands
not so far removed from where they were.

Soon the group, with Yue scouting ahead, were away. Their
belongings gathered and packed, the campfire was extinguished.
Kanjuro led the way, moving away from the forest and over the
rolling grasslands.

"Soon we will need to cross the Kōsatsu Bridge," he said, looking
back to the others as he walked. "Some find the rope bridge over
the gorge dangerous, especially in high winds. But I feel we will
be alright, the weather is mild enough to make the crossing
safely,"

The weather had worsened since the day before, even with the
sun shining in the sky. The temperature had dropped quite
considerably, and Kanjuro found himself shivering slightly from
the chill hanging in the air before he fell back to walk alongside
Vix.

He swallowed, almost as if remembering particularly painful
memories.

"The War of Kaiyo was a terrible time for us all. It cost me....us,
everything we had. I only have one tail, as you will have seen."

Closing his eyes, Kanjuro hesitated before continuing, the
seconds drifting upwards to disappear forever into the ether.

"When the War began, Lord Huang beseeched the nature spirits
for aid. They responded by compelling kitsune across the land of
Soburin to come to Sukochi's aid. I was one of those kitsune. I
come originally from the lands of the Kirai, but I have not seen
them for a long time now. I do not know what became of my
parents, I guess that in the end I put my duty and debt to the
land in front of everything that I knew and my familial ties, but
I'd like to go back one day. I can only assume that both you and
Kamiya were both lucky enough to avoid the compulsion," his
eyes flickered over to Vix's companion.

"For all our abilities though, we could not stand against the
airships of the Ceramians nor the lightning they brought with
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them. I would have been one of those casualties if not for Yon-jū.
She brought me back from the edge of the precipice, and for the
last two years I have willingly aided her in her efforts to save the
land. The War cost us more than lives though. I felt it, and so did
the last few remaining kitsune who survived the Ceramians
subjugation. It damaged nature itself, something that we knew
when our tails began to fall off. The aftermath is what you are
seeing and feeling right now. It manifests itself in the disease and
the rot you see spreading and although Yon-jū has hampered its
spread, she cannot stop it. Not truly."

Kanjuro shook his head as his words tailed off, remembering
horrors that he had tried to push back down in the intervening
years since the war's end, seeing unspeakable sights that only
war could bring with it.

"There are so few of us remaining now, and those who do like to
hide themselves away. And although we of the town of Shibai
have avoided the worst of the evil mist that stalks this land,
something has changed recently, and that is why I think Yon-jū is
looking for aid.

The mists have begun to threaten us and we do not know what to
do to combat it."

He sighed sadly before looking across at the pretty kitsune.

"Having a partner, its not something I've ever really thought
about before. My duties with Yon-jū don't forbid it as such, but in
all honesty I can't say its something I've...." Kanjuro swallowed
again and his cheeks reddened as he glanced over to Vix again.

"I think....one day, I'd like that....." swallowing again, whatever
Kanjuro was about to say was lost in his throat as he looked
ahead wordlessly, lost to his thoughts.

Cresting over a rise, the bridge came into view below, framed on
either side by trees in the distance.

The wind suddenly seemed to pick up and a strange feeling
settled in the air. An aura, if you will, as the ancient rope bridge
came fully into sight where the land split into two almost as if a
mighty titan walked through these lands, dragging its axe behind
it as it cleaved the earth where it walked. Where the land split, a
gorge plummeted downwards an unspeakable distance, ending in
a raging river far far below.
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The structure swayed from the tumultuous air currents. Looking
onwards to the woods on the other side, it seemed as though the
shadows of its trees were just a touch darker than they should
be.

"The Kōsatsu Bridge," Kanjuro gestured towards the rickety
looking rope bridge. "We should cross single file across the
bridge, and be careful."

As he went to put his first step on the bridge, he stopped.
Glancing backwards in alarm, he suddenly exclaimed.

"Wait, your friend. The pale one. He said he was going to scout
ahead. Where is he?"

~~

Meanwhile, back at the remnants of the camp, a dark figure
separated itself from the shadows from where it had been
watching quietly. Approaching the burned out cinders of the
campfire, it reached down with taloned fingers.

Scooping up a handful of dust, it watched impassively as the ash
fell through its fingers, drifting away on the breeze.

The corners of its mouth turned upwards in a cruel smile as it
turned its head in the direction that the group had left in.

Then, it followed them.
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You can make some really cool stuff with AI Art Generators

Hi. I’m an art-impaired Birched. I like to think that I could
produce something interesting and beautiful given infinite time,
but so far I haven’t had a chance to test that out, and my few
attempts at fantasy art have turned out less inspiring than I
would have hoped. While coming to terms with this over the
years, I’ve also been thinking on and off about how nice some
game ads look when they come up on social media, and how
others are just, well, text. I can only assume that other game
creators also like pretty pictures that inspire devotion in their
readers, but, like me, they are finding them difficult to produce.

AI generated art has emerged intermittently in creative flurries in
social media conversations I’ve had over the past couple of years.
I cannot claim to be an expert in them, but I played with a few
and I thought that I would demonstrate a few free options that
might be of interest in generating some medium resolution
graphics that people could use for their games and other places
where digital life requires a little more of something nice to look
at.

The generators I played with here are web versions of StarryAI,
Dream by WOMBO, and DALL·E 2. Dall-E and StarryAI both have
renewing credit systems, with a limited number of free credits. I
took my Dream art from screenshots, and did not investigate
their photo saving system.

I started by trying to create interesting graphics for the intro post
for Continuous Recruitment Games - RPG Crossing. Let’s look at
some pictures.

I started with Dall-E, and learned an important lesson right away
(also verified in the other generators, from which I will spare
you.)

These things make interesting pictures, but they are terrible at
text. I suggest that you skip the headache (and don’t waste your
free credits) and apply text later using an image editor, should
you desire it. This image was generated with the prompt “a

Creating Graphics With
AI Art Generators
Birched
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smiling wizard holding a sign saying all are welcome in
illuminated letters on a busy street in renaissance Italy in the
style of naturalism”. This was the best by far of any of the
attempts at producing the words “all are welcome”, and doing
things like adding punctuation to the text (quotes, commas, etc)
did not improve the situation.

(Dall-E)
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Here are some more images, from my post-text phase, with
prompt “a happy wizard holding a staff and welcoming new
arrivals to a medieval town square”.

(Dall-E with additional prompt words “, cyberpunk digital
illustration”)
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(Dream)
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For both Dream and StarryAI there are additional style choices to
be made. I generally steered away from advanced menus and
stuck with preset styles (still a lot of options to choose from.) I
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tried to choose styles that matched my conception in brightness
and detail, and did not opt for smeared looking things. For
StarryAI I found the Argo engine to be useful, and did not
experiment much with the other options; as a bonus, the Argo
engine gives four results to choose from (just like Dall-E.)

Before I show you more examples, I will share some advice that I
found (or invented) and loosely applied while making them.

1. Be verbose, and be detailed in your text prompts

2. Include a detailed subject, probably with at least one colorful adjective
(not just a wizard, but a smiling wizard, or a mad-eyed wizard in a green
frog suit perhaps)

3. Include details about the environment (standing in front of a dark,
foreboding tower, under a silver crescent moon)

4. Consider adding additional adjective(s) to describe the whole piece of
art, like ‘epic’ or ‘glorious’

5. Consider specifying a time of day or season

6. It can help (or hurt) to specific a style of art, e.g. “in the style of
naturalism”; some other possibilities include photorealism, minimalism,
geometric drawing, geometric abstract, vector artwork, flat art,
illustration, surrealism, psychedelic art, digital illustration

7. Consider specifying a style such as retro or vintage

8. Photography descriptors can help, e.g. autochrome, (grainy black-and-
white) (dashcam) surveillance footage, daguerreotype portrait,
disposable camera photo, double exposure (of subject A and subject B)
artistic photography project, drone photography, fish-eye lens
photograph, harsh flash photo, lomography, long exposure ... with slow
shutter speed, macro shot, polaroid of, pinhole photography, telephoto
picture

9. At the end of the day, the program will probably get some of these right,
mangle some of them, and ignore others; be prepared to adjust your
conception (rerolls are also a possibility, but will cost more credits)!
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And now, more
examples! I took
two game threads
currently
advertising for
players, and
grabbed some text
from their intro
posts to turn into
images. Here are
some for At the
Edge of Chaos,
from the prompt
“wild gods burn
cities to the ground
while guilds and
companies turn
chaos into profit
under a blood red
moon” (that
sounds like an
awesome game!)

(Dream)
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(StarryAI)

(Dall-E)
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And here are some for War of the Spider Queen using the prompt
“dark elves seek a path to white goodness in the dangerous city
of the spider queen.”

(Dall-E)
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(Dream)
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(StarryAI)
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So there you have it! I don’t think any of these images would
stand up to close inspection for any kind of realism, and I am
sure you can find some warts if you look closely, but overall I
really like what was produced and would definitely use them for
flavor art in my games.

I did try one more thing that I will share today. I noticed that
each of these programs could accept a stock image to which it
would then… do things. To satisfy my curiosity, I uploaded a
photo I took last summer and let the generators have fun with it.
For Dall-E, I did not specify any text.

(Original Photo) Editor’s Note: Heckin’ Adorbs
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(Dall-E)

For the next two, text
was required, so I went
with the obvious prompt,
“evil raccoon plots the
downfall of civilization.”

(Dream)

(StarryAI)
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StarryAI actually generated four images, all four of which were
worthy variations of the prompt. Based on these results, if you do
happen to have some kind of image that feels close to the
concept of some art you want to generate, it may be worthwhile
to feed it to the generator as “inspiration.”

There are also techniques to mask and worth further on portions
of generated art, but I didn’t have the time to delve into that, and
also it would burn through free credits if you are limiting yourself
to those. I don’t think it’s necessary in most cases, at least for
my basic purposes.

I hope that I’ve shown here that a simple soul such as myself can
generate some interesting images using these generators without
too much knowledge. If you’ve also explored with them and
would like to show and discuss the results, I’ve started a
discussion thread to explore AI illustrators together. I look
forward to seeing you there! A whole new generation of these AI
illustrators is bursting onto the scene right now, and there is a lot
to explore!

P.S. Observant and astute folks such as yourselves may also have
noticed another piece of generated art in this issue, in the poster
I included with the
article about the
December Drive.

P.P.S. Sneaking in one
more. psuedenim
suggested trying
“Midjourney”, which is a
Discord-mediated
engine. I joined their
server and did a trial
using the prompt “epic
picture of a happy
wizard holding a staff
and welcoming new
arrivals to a medieval
town square, digital
illustration --v 4” and
“upscaled” one of the
results to get this fine
image:
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Are you an avid writer?

Community Supporter?

Connoisseur of games?

Master of puns?

Would be interviewer?

Lover of all things wodine?

Budding or accomplished artist?

Interested in giving back to to the RPGX community?

An Elder thing?

Something else entirely?

Whatever the case may be, ER needs you!

If you are interested in contributing writing (stories,
interviews, adventures, gaming supplements, poetry, etc…)
to Explosive Runes the instructions can be found in the
Library forum, or you may contact wodine or any contributor,
or drop by the new Explosive Runes Newsroom.

If you are interested in contributing artwork to Explosive
Runes we are currently looking into ways to make that
process easier, if you have artwork you would like to
contribute or suggestions for how to ease that process,
please contact wodine or stop by the Newsroom!

Thank you for reading, and happy gaming!


